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Th anksgiving Food A Modest Proposal for 
Abington

Road to the Super 
Bowl?

By Nia Poor
Th e internet is constantly changing. When you think of how much you look through 

your Instagram search feed or send Snapchats, you will come to realize that the rate in which 
you do so never comes close to a standstill. However, the internet is likely to soon change in a 
whole new kind of way: Net Neutrality being removed. Th e principal of Net Neutrality is that 
all data on the internet should be treated equally and be given the same bandwidth. In short, 
this means that small websites and online organizations should be treated the same as big 
websites and online organizations. 

Whether Net Neutrality is good or bad has been debated for years, even more so now 
with the possibility of it being removed. On one hand, people are saying that Net Neutrality 
should be protected because without it there could be many negative consequences. Th ese 
include giving internet providers such as Comcast, Verizon, and AT&T the ability to lower 
speeds, block websites they do not like, and carve the internet up into diff erent slow and fast 
lanes. Supporters of Net Neutrality also believe that its removal could lead to services starting to upcharge their consumers, such as Netfl ix raising 
the price of their subscription, in order to match the prices that their internet service providers (ISPs) will demand for greater bandwidth. 

On the other hand, many believe that Net Neutrality is a threat to internet freedom. Opponents of Net Neutrality say that Net Neutrality 
caused a historic decline in investment in internet infrastructure and required all providers to disclose their network management practices to the 
public. Th e revealing of this information was very unjust in some people’s eyes. Craig Aaron, of the pro-regulation group Free Press, argues that “it 
won’t be long before your ISP requires you to connect via their list of approved devices and then uses those devices to literally watch you.”

Ajit Pai, the Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), is a strong believer that Net Neutrality should be repealed. He 
has recently announced plans to get rid of Net Neutrality, which has caused many protesters to jump to action. Th ere have been many protests, 
petitions, and rallies on both sides of the debate as of late. Some people even went as far as to send pizza to Ajit Pai’s house with writing inside their 
pizza boxes that harasses his children by using their names in condemning the choice to end Net Neutrality. Ajit Pai went to the press right aft er 
these incidents, requesting of the public to “stop harassing my family over Net Neutrality.” 

 Despite these protests, Ajit Pai has shown no signs of backing down from his decision. He claims that “killing Net Neutrality will set the 
internet free,” and he has a lot of the FCC backing him up on that belief. Whether or not you agree with it, the changing mandate of Net Neutrality 
will change the internet in a big way - and soon.

Th e End Of Th e Internet As We Know It?

Could Donald Trump be Impeached?
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By Natalie Faye
 Ever since President Trump was sworn into offi  ce, some of his critics have considered the possibility of his impeachment. He has exhibited 

many behaviors that have shown him to be unfi t to serve as President, such as making off ensive comments about women and minorities and 
acting erratically on social media. As a result, Trump’s harshest critics want him to be removed from offi  ce.  Last summer, #25thAmendment and 
#25thAmendmentNow trended on Twitter, and #25thAmendment reappeared on the site’s trending page in October. According to a Washington 
Examiner article published on October 31st, 49% of voters support impeaching Trump, while 41% of voters oppose it. But could impeachment 
realistically happen?

 Th e 25th Amendment states that the President may be impeached if the Vice President and the majority of Congress decide that he 
is unable to properly perform his duties in offi  ce. President Trump has repeatedly proven himself to be an incompetent leader by making 
discriminatory comments, constantly claiming false or misleading information, allegedly having contact with Russia, and more.  He has exhibited 
numerous impeachable behaviors. For example, his opposition claims that he committed obstruction of justice when he fi red former FBI director 
James Comey when he started to investigate connections between Trump and Russia.

 Although a vocal amount of people have supported the removal of President Trump, he most likely will not be impeached anytime 
soon.  As a Newsweek article published on October 14th mentions, his dismissal requires a majority vote of the House of Representatives, 
which would only be possible if Democrats gain more power in the House aft er the 2018 elections. However, the article also mentions that his 
impeachment would require a two-thirds majority vote in the Senate, which is not likely to happen because the Senate is split nearly in half. 
Th erefore, the removal of Trump would be very diffi  cult to achieve, and probably will not occur unless Democrats gain more power in the Senate 
in the 2018 elections.  

Donald Trump has demonstrated many times that he is not fi t to possess the highest power in the country and the world. Hopefully, 
Democrats and Republicans alike will recognize this and decide to remove him from offi  ce. But until that decision happens-if it ever does- 
America must accept the results of its election and use the experience to become a better country. 

Update: Just before this paper went to print, Michael Flynn - who as national security adviser was entrusted with safeguarding the nation 
- pleaded guilty to lying to FBI agents about his contacts with Russia’s ambassador. It is now clear that concerns about Russia links are not “fake 
news”, as Trump and his associates have claimed, but a well-justifi ed suspicion of criminal activity, to which Trump’s top security adviser pleaded 
guilty. Additionally, it is clear that Flynn did not act alone, as he admitted to speaking with unnamed senior members of the Trump transition team 
before and aft er contacting the Russian ambassador about how to moderate Russia’s response to American economic sanctions. 

President Trump also fi red FBI Director James Comey in part because Comey would not back off  from investigating links to Russia in 
general and Michael Flynn in particular. On February 14, according to Comey, the President told him in a closed-door meeting: “I hope you can 
see your way clear to letting this go, to letting Flynn go.” Comey did not let anything go, and was fi red on May 9. Two days later, in a nationally 
televised interview, Trump explained exactly why he sacked the FBI director, telling NBC anchor Lester Holt: “When I decided to (fi re Comey), I 
said to myself, I said you know, this Russia thing with Trump and Russia is a made-up story.”

Trump has denied, delayed or discredited eff orts by the Justice Department to investigate the connections between the administration 
and a hostile foreign power, and these are, quite possibly, impeachable off enses.
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A New Philly District
Attorney Steps In

Whose Vine Is It Anyway?
By Sarah McArdle

With the recent success of the parodic poetry book Milk and Vine, there has been one 
recurring confl ict in the conversation surrounding the work: What constitutes plagiarism? 

Milk and Vine, written by Temple students Adam Gasiewski and Emily Beck, was published 
on October 22 of 2017, and within fi ft een days, it climbed to #1 on Amazon’s New Releases in 
American Literature. Milk and Vine is an imitation of the New York Times bestseller Milk and 
Honey, written by Rupi Kaur and released in 2014. Soon, Gasiewski and Beck’s book outranked 
Kaur’s, and currently, they are placed #12 and #13 on Amazon, respectively. And though the poetry 
format and ink drawings are consistent across both works, the plagiarism issue is not with the 
borrowed concept, but with the uncredited content in Milk and Vine. 

Th e book is a collection of clips from the now-discontinued video-sharing app Vine, 
edited into Kaur’s free verse poetry style. In reviews of Milk and Vine, readers display uneasiness 
at the lack of citations, with many branding the book as a theft , as well as chastising the typos and 
misquotations. By not acknowledging the creators of the vines, Adam Gasiewski and Emily Beck 
are not only stealing recognition from them, but possible profi t as well. Legally, the couple did not 
participate in copyright infringement, as stated in a two-paragraph statement they made on Twitter. 
In that message, they claimed that fi nding the names of the Viners was diffi  cult, and instead of 
working to give the credit to the creators themselves, encouraged “those truly interested in having 
the creators acknowledged [to] please dm [them] and [they] can work on this together.”

Rupi Kaur’s Milk and Honey is split into four chapters: “the hurting,” “the loving,” “the 
breaking,” and “the healing.” And until they stop monopolizing on the stolen content of the original 
creators, it appears that the “authors” of Milk and Vine will be stuck in the fi rst chapter .

By Matthew Rosen

On Election Day, Philadelphia residents voted for Democrat 
Larry Krasner for District Attorney of Philadelphia in a 3-1 margin 
against his rival. Larry Krasner will take offi  ce in January to replace 

Kelly Hodge, the 
temporary District 
Attorney appointed by 
the Philadelphia Court 
of Common Pleas’ Board 
of Judges aft er former 
District Attorney Seth 
Williams was found guilty 
of accepting bribes and 
sentenced to 5 years in 
jail. 

Krasner works as 
a civil rights and defense 
attorney but has never 
found employment 
in a district attorney’s 
offi  ce. He has sued the 

Philadelphia Police Department 75 times as a prosecutor for the Black 
Lives Matter and Occupy Philly Movements, and the Philadelphia Police 
Union and Th e Philadelphia Inquirer offi  cially endorsed his opponent, 
republican Beth Grossman. John McNesby, president of Fraternal Order 
of Police Lodge 5, called Krasner’s supporters “the parasites of the city” 
aft er they chanted “No good cops in a racist system” at primary election 
sites in May. 

Krasner plans on creating “Real Change in the DA’s Offi  ce”. 
His platform, as stated on his website, krasnerforda.com/platform, 
reads: “He [Krasner] will never pursue a death sentence in any case. 
He will reject illegal use of stop-and-frisk, reform our broken cash bail 
system, and stop the abuse of civil asset forfeiture. While re-focusing 
the DA’s Offi  ce on prosecuting serious crimes, he will seek alternatives 
to incarceration — dramatically reducing the number of prisoners held, 
saving millions of tax dollars, and letting wounded communities begin 
to heal.” 

Krasner objection to the death penalty contrasts the frequent 
of pursuit of the death penalty by Lynne Abraham, the former 
 Philadelphia District Attorney known as “Th e Queen of Death” for her 
lethal prosecution.

In early November, six Abington Senior High School students 
were selected to participate in the Pennsylvania Music Educators 
Association District 11 Choir Festival to be held January 24-26, 2017. 
Th e selected students are:

•	 Talie Rau, Soprano 1
•	 Elizabeth Hilliard, Soprano 2
•	 Isabella DiPasquale, Alto 2
•	 Nick Hilliard, Tenor 2
•	 Jack Sullivan, Bass 1
•	 Ethan Manton, Bass 2

Th is past summer it was announced that Charles 
Wentz, a senior, had been accepted into the 
2017 NAfME All-National Honors Choir.  From 
November 26th to November 29th, Charles traveled 
to Orlando, Florida to participate in the National 
Association of Music Education’s All-National 
Honors Choir.  He is the fi rst student in recent 
Abington history (and Mr. Myers thinks it is all of 
Abington history but cannot be positive) to make a 
National Choral Ensemble!

Congratulations to all of these outstanding singers!

On November 8th, the following student-athletes were recognized by the 
Abington Senior High School Athletic Department, Administration, 
students, and families in order to celebrate each student signing a Letter 
of Intent to attend various colleges:

OLIVIA BERNSTEIN – Soft ball – West Chester University
SAMANTHA BRUSHA – Girls’ Basketball – Millersville University
JOHNPAUL NOLAN – Baseball – East Stroudsburg University
GRACE WHITNEY – Girls’ Volleyball – West Chester University

Abington Senior High School alumna Maddy Evans Abington Class 
of 2009 alumna Maddy Evans, a professional soccer player for six 
years and now Assistant Coach for women’s soccer at West Chester 
University, once again gave a very positive, uplift ing speech to those in 
attendance, encouraging the athletes to not only do their best but also 
to enjoy their accomplishments, and the people and teammates with 
whom they played. 

Student-Athlete Signings

Abington Chorus Honors
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WORDLINK
by Dionna Dash

10 Things to Be Happy 
About in December

1. The return of scarves
2. Possible snow
3. When people send you holiday cards 

with weird photos on them
4. Everybody bakes more
5. The movie “A Christmas Story”
6. You can see who gets awarded a 

Nobel Prize on December 10
7. Saturnalia in the Latin classes
8. Seeing homes sparkle with lights and 

decorations in the darkness
9. Laughing when you fall while ice 

skating
10. Listening to Tchaikovsky’s “The 

Nutcracker Suite”

 December Cartoon

By Dionna Dash
Have you ever heard your teacher say something that seemed odd or 

funny?  Th is section is devoted to providing funny quotes that students 
have heard from teachers all around the building! If you overhear your 

teacher say something humorous, jot it down, and then email it to 
dbdash7@gmail.com. You may see your quote in next month’s issue!

“Hannah Montana will save the whole world.”

-Mr. Turner

“I’m worried about what I say around you now because I’m afraid it’ll 
end up in the section of the newspaper ‘Dumb Th ings Teachers Say’”.

-Mr. Garry

“I like to watch TV with the sound off  and guess what’s going on.”

-Mr. Kummer

“What’s the FRQ? Th at depends on how many tips I get today.”

-Mr. Garry, while pulling out a piggy bank

“How many of you have ever crushed someone’s head?”

-Ms. Farrington

“Did I ever tell you the story of when I peed my pants?”

-Mr. Quigley

By Grace Bauder

H2O for Life’s 
Soundwave Concert

Jan. 26, North Penn VFW

Any bands/artists interested in playing: 
see Mrs. Lips in room 117

Two Ways to Look at the Holiday Break
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FEATURES
By Derek Eppinger

Centered all on food, Thanksgiving is one of the greatest holidays. But 
with all of that food, which is the best? Here is my list of the top ten 
Thanksgiving day food:

10. Mac and Cheese
Mac and cheese is delicious. 
There’s no argument about 
that, and as a food it probably 
rates pretty high as one of 
everyone’s favorite dishes. 
However, here it is ranked 
at number 10 because it’s 
simply not a Thanksgiving 
food and doesn’t belong on 
the table. There’s something 
about the Thanksgiving spirit 
of homemade food that just doesn’t associate well with mac and cheese. 
And baked mac and cheese just isn’t in the argument.

9. Turkey (White Meat)
Turkey is the food around which Thanksgiving is entirely centered. 
However, it can be ruined so easily. Think about how many times you 
eat turkey a year. Once, maybe twice? There’s a reason for that. It’s been 
relegated to a holiday meat for its difficulty, and you can see it in the 
taste. While it can be amazing, 60% of the time white meat specifically 
is dry, boring, and more importantly overrated.

8. Green Bean Casserole
On the other hand, green bean casserole is described by one word, 
underrated. It takes a boring and usually lame vegetable, and changes 
it entirely with salt, flavor and crisp! Unfortunately, its name works 
entirely against it, being labeled by the dull food it contains. 

7. Stuffing
Stuffing, like white meat, has the potential to be very dry and bland. 
However, with the correct ingredients and cooking style (baked within 
the turkey), and with the perfect amount of gravy, stuffing complements 
the rest of the meal almost amazingly. However, if you want literally 
anyone under the age of 40 to eat it, do not even think about putting 
any kind of meat or liver in it.

6. Sweet Potatoes
Sweet potatoes combine salty and sweet and roasts those two flavors 
together beautifully. For example, butter is added to the mixture and 
then simultaneously turned into candy with the addition of brown 
sugar or glaze. They are truly amazing, unless of course you decide to 
leave on their rubbery and tough skin. Also, let’s keep it a dinner side 
dish and ditch the marshmallows! 

5. Mashed Potatoes
There may be many ways to eat or cook a potato. But why even bother 
when you have the option of mashed? Mashed potatoes are fantastic. 
Just think about it: fluffy white clouds of garlic potatoes overflowing 
with butter like a volcano. And it doesn’t stop there. Gravy acts as a 
steroid enhancing the flavor to an entirely new kind of conversation. 
Even if they lack that initial flavor, mashed potatoes can easily be 
supported by the previously mentioned salt, garlic, and gravy. 

4. Turkey (Dark Meat)
This is where the turkey really shines, or should I say darkens. There 
aren’t many of us out there. But those of us who have gone against the 
grain of dry white meat know the true tender, consistent, and flavorful 
taste of dark meat. Gravy just ads an entirely new level of complexity 
to the dark meat. This is why it’s such a shame that dark meat turkey 
doesn’t share the simple and ‘perfect’ presentation of its good-for-
nothing brother, white meat, and has turned people away ever since.

3. Rutabaga
Probably the most unheard of, rutabaga is essentially mashed potatoes’ 
orange, older brother, and it’s mashed potatoes that gets all of the 
rightfully-deserved praise and attention. However, the taste of Rutabaga 
is unrivaled. It’s like mashed potatoes, with the smooth texture removed 
and a fruity, vegetable taste added instead. So for next major holiday, 
hear my plea and at least put Rutabaga in the conversation. 

2. Cranberry Sauce
In all honesty, I don’t think anyone is denying that cranberry sauce is 
candy so let’s just get straight to the point. On the Thanksgiving table, 
cranberry sauce is probably the best food option. And that’s because 
it does something different. While all of the other foods are steaming 
hot and mostly savory or salty, cranberry sauce brings that cool 
refreshing temperature and a sweet, candy-like flavor, contrasting with 
almost every other food on the plate. Whether it’s canned or the whole 
berries, they’re both fantastic and both can exist in harmony on the 
Thanksgiving table.

1. Pumpkin Pie
Pumpkin pie is heaven. It’s fantastic pumpkin flavor and smooth 
creamy texture separates it away from every other desert relying on 
chocolate or fruit. It’s 
different and has become 
an ultimate staple 
of any Thanksgiving 
celebration. It represents 
the warm, fall, holiday 
season and every time 
I see it, I can’t help but 
think of Thanksgiving 
or Christmas. While 
cranberry sauce is the 
sweetest Thanksgiving 
food, pumpkin pie is the perfect and definitive Thanksgiving food 
overall.

Top 10 Thanksgiving Foods

TOYS FOR TOTS 
DRIVE RUNS

UNTIL DEC. 14
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

KEY CLUB’S 
CANNED FOOD DRIVE 
RUNS UNTIL DEC. 15
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Stranger Things Review: Was It Worth the Wait?
By Catherine Fantuzzo

WARNING: THIS ARTICLE CONTAINS SPOILERS

Finally, the wait came to a close. The second season of Stranger Things 
was released on Netflix last month. This time the viewers receive a new set 
of conflicts, love interests, and characters, but were they all necessary? Did 
the Duffer Brothers effectively pull off the second season of adventure and 
mystery?

Will Byers is still a main target of the Supernatural infesting the town 
of Hawkins. Only this time he gets more of a chance to build his character as 
Will: the kind, tranquil kid on the block who couldn’t hurt a fly. This idea of 
the monster taking over Will’s body and connecting him to the Supernatural 
in Hawkins was a creative idea that built suspense and piled on more conflict. 
Through Will’s drawings of his “Now Memories” (the visuals that the 
monster gives him), the viewers learn about the underground tunnel system 
that this “thing” seems to have built underneath the town. Somehow the 
underground tunnels, the monster, and Will end up connecting, and the Hawkins Lab can no longer control the production of their Supernatural 
substance. So the conflict continues to build until finally Joyce, Chief Hopper, and Jonathan come to the conclusion that they need to burn the 
“thing” out of Will by means of external sources of heat. This was an interesting part of the season, but we know almost as little about the Upside 
Down and the Supernatural as we did in the first season.

Dustin could win the award for the most annoying character on Stranger Things this season. He is meant to contribute enormously to the 
conflict when he finds “Dart,” the baby Demogorgon, in his trash can who he fosters for scientific purposes. He then lies to his friends about losing 
Dart so that he can use him to impress Max, the new girl in town with whom Dustin is smitten. All one wants to do is slap Dustin in the face for 
being such a blithering idiot and tell him to open his eyes. Before he knows it, the Demogorgon spawns and he’s asking Steve Harrington for dating 
advice. Interestingly, Steve uses Nancy as an example of a special girl in his life and Dustin can’t help but admire Steve for his profound feelings and 
of course...his hair.

Steve and Nancy have a tumultuous relationship in season two, where they take a break, during which Nancy has relations with Jonathan 
Byers. Everyone was so happy about this, but in my mind, Jonathan is a dweeby kid with emotional issues who is only hooking up with Nancy 
due to their shared trauma. Steve loved Nancy before all of this started and he never left Nancy, even when he had to fight off the Supernatural to 
save her life. Steve continually pursues Nancy and saves her life and the lives of her family and friends. Nevertheless, Nancy and Jonathan go on 
a mission to find answers about Barb and expose the lab for what it’s seemingly awful actions. Personally, I thought this was unnecessary. We all 
know that Barb is dead and what the lab is doing is actually helping Hawkins by controlling the Supernatural matter underneath. In my opinion, 
this was merely an excuse for Jonathan and Nancy to get together.

What is perhaps the only suspenseful and intricate aspect of the season is the season’s look into Eleven’s past. We learn that her real name 
is Jane and that her mother was ‘experimented’ into oblivion by the scientists at Hawkins Lab. But what is most fascinating about her story is that 
there are others with her powers. Eleven discovers that her sister, “8,” is part of a gang: a group of four or five people who go around the country 
tracking and killing those who have wronged them. Once Eleven realizes that she needs to protect those who love her, she quickly knows not 
repeat the actions of her sister. She leaves the past in the past and heads back to Hawkins and Mike.

Eleven returns to find the boys with their new friend Max, the redhead who she thinks replaced her. Max and her brother Billy are 
absolutely useless in this new season, especially Billy. Max is simply there to create tension and another love triangle amongst the younger 
generation. Billy, on the other hand, never connects with any main characters besides perhaps Steve, doesn’t majorly contribute to any conflict in 
the story, and most importantly never interacts with the Supernatural. Maybe he will have a purpose in season three but for now he’s just annoying.

All in all, Stranger Things season two was an enjoyable adventure, as Mike and Eleven finally got to dance at the Snowball Dance. Although 
the Duffer brothers created only a mild element of surprise and suspense, it was still exciting to find out what happened next. And even if 
you didn’t like this season, you know you’ll be waiting for season three because the characters are just that lovable and the conflict is just that 
interesting.
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What kind of cuisine do you eat at home? Romanian? Chinese? Italian? 
Each month, we will highlight different ethnic recipes. Feel free to send 
in your own personal recipes to room S-3!

Lemon Potatoes 
(Potatoes in lemon juice, Greek style)
Forget about French fries and enjoy some 
Greek style lemon potatoes with your fish or 
meat recipes. They are much healthier and 
tastier- I guarantee it!

Ingredients: (will serve 4-5 people)
•	 3 lbs of 

potatoes
•	 1 large onion
•	 2 fresh 

lemons
•	 Olive oil 
•	 Oregano
•	 Salt
•	 Pepper
•	 Water
1. Cut the onion into very small pieces and add 

them into a pot with olive oil.
2. Lightly sauté for 2 minutes.
3. Peel the potatoes and cut them into big 

pieces (quarters or horizontal thirds).
4. Squeeze 2 lemons to make fresh lemon 

juice.
5. Add the lemon juice, 2 cups of water, 

and potatoes into the pot with the onions. 
The water should be almost covering the 
ingredients. 

6. Add the oregano, salt, and pepper, to taste. 
7. Broil the contents for about 45 minutes, 

or until the potatoes are soft.
8. Enjoy!

By Diamantoula Giannopoulos

Cooking With Yiayia

By Gavin Herzig

At a time when Europe is beginning to deal with the effects of 
Brexit and Catalonia is attempting to secede, it is time to take a moment 
to reflect upon what the role of the United Nations has been and should 
be. Its inception came in response to the utter failure of the League of 
Nations to prevent World War Two.  

The victorious Allied Powers—France, The Republic of China, 
the U.S.S.R., the U.S.A., and the U.K.—formatted the new international 
organization to be primarily under their control and influence.  These 
nations introduced the concept of the Permanent Five (P-5) in regard 
to the Security Council of the United Nations.  The Permanent Five 
consisted only of those few aforementioned Allied nations and, as the 
name suggests, never changed.  These nations were also granted an 
invaluable power—the right for any P-5 member to veto any resolution 
proposed.  The rationale for this inane privilege stemmed from the 
desire of the U.N. to prevent member nations from leaving when they 
disagreed with the other nations, as had happened with the League of 
Nations.  

One of the main organs of the U.N. besides the Security Council 
is the peacekeeping forces.  The peacekeeping forces are deployed to 
countries with an aim of ending conflict in that region.  Despite this 
noble goal, peacekeeping operations rarely succeed.  In Rwanda, there 
was the genocide by the Hutus upon the Tutsis in the area.  Although 
United Nations peacekeeping forces were in the country, they proved 
entirely inadequate and failed to prevent the genocide.  Later, when 
Yugoslavia split in the 1990s, there was an extreme amount of ethnic 
cleansing in the entire Balkan region.  In this instance the United 
Nations failed to protect the citizens of the Balkan countries from many 
atrocities.  In yet another example, in Somalia, peacekeeping forces 
were withdrawn before a conclusion was reached, and the civil war 
continues to this day.  Therefore, although the aim of peacekeeping 
operations is worthy, their successes have been overshadowed by 
spectacular failures.

From the United Nations:
The United Nations is currently made up of 193 Member States.  

The mission and work of the United Nations are guided by the purposes 
and principles contained in its founding Charter. Due to the powers vested 
in its Charter and its unique international character, the United Nations 
can take action on the issues confronting humanity in the 21st century, 
such as peace and security, climate change, sustainable development, 
human rights, disarmament, terrorism, humanitarian and health 
emergencies, gender equality, governance, food production, and more.

The UN also provides a forum for its members to express their 
views in the General Assembly, the Security Council, the Economic and 
Social Council, and other bodies and committees. By enabling dialogue 
between its members, and by hosting negotiations, the Organization has 
become a mechanism for governments to find areas of agreement and 
solve problems together.

United Nations Founding 
and Beginning
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EDITORIALS
By Caeden Cloud

 There is currently a Senatorial race in Alabama, and the frontrunner is former Chief Justice of the Alabama Supreme Court, Roy Moore. 
Moore has been removed on two separate occasions from his state’s Supreme Court. The first time was when he refused to acknowledge a law to 
remove the Ten Commandments from the courthouse, as he has a strong belief that public policy should be based in Christianity. The second 
time was for failing to uphold same-sex marriage. Moore believes gay people should be punished, and he said earlier this year that the decision to 
legalize gay marriage was worse than the Dred Scott decision, the Supreme Court ruling that upheld slavery in 1857. Moore suggested that 9/11 
was God’s punishment for homosexuality and abortion. He has ties to white nationalist groups, and has said that many of the problems today stem 
from the Voting Rights Act of 1965. He is also an alleged pedophile.

Moore had been known to approach teenage girls, which reportedly became so problematic that he was banned from his local shopping 
mall, and the police department was told to keep him away from cheerleaders. In November, he was accused of sexual assault by at least 5 women 
– including then-16 year old Beverly Nelson Young. Moore was in his 30’s. He denies any of the claims of sexual assault, although when asked if 
he “dated” teenage girls while in his 30’s, he said he wouldn’t dispute that claim and, “I don’t remember ever dating any girl without the permission 
of her mother.” A lot of men have been accused of sexual assault the past few weeks, and most have received well-deserved ridicule and alienation 
from the public. Moore’s actions are arguably worse than most others, but he still remains ahead in the polls. 

While it is too late for his name to be removed from the ballot, many high ranking Republicans have spoken out against him or removed 
their endorsements. However, Donald Trump (who also has been known, allegedly, to sexually assault women) still holds a strong endorsement of 
Moore. The only justification the president has given is that he denies the claims, and that his Democratic opponent, Doug Jones, would be worse 
for the Senate. Just because Moore denies it doesn’t mean he’s telling the truth, similar to when you claim that you left your homework at home or 
when Trump says he’s confident he can get a health care law passed. Moore himself has not even completely denied the allegations of his interest in 
teenagers while he was in his 30’s (working as a District attorney). Also, 
most people with some sort of moral compass will agree that electing 
someone who allegedly pushes himself on teenagers is a lot worse than 
electing someone who supports environmental protection and stronger 
civil rights. 

The president’s continued support for a man such as Roy Moore 
should not be stood for under any circumstances.  The most powerful 
person in the country endorsing Moore should outrage anybody who 
believes sexual abuse of a minor is wrong. However, as a country, we’ve 
become de-sensitized. We come to expect this of Trump, which says 
more about him than it does of us. America is better than Donald 
Trump, and we’re definitely better than Roy Moore.
                

Roy Moore: A Truly Terrible Candidate

A Modest Proposal: For Preventing the 
Students of Lesser Politeness in Abington 
from Being a Nuisance to the Teachers 
Who Oversee Detention, and for Making 
Them into an Efficient Source of Heat
By Dionna Dash
 A recently-conducted study shows that the teachers of Abington 
Senior High School spend 200 hours per week, on average, overseeing 
detention classes. Filled with misbehaving, loquacious slackers, these 
classes swallow up valuable time from the unfortunate teachers forced 
to babysit them. Luckily, this outrageous grievance has a simple remedy.
 When burned antemortem, a standard teenager’s body can yield 
up to 1,800 Joules of thermal energy, producing around 270,000 Joules 
of heat per week from the 150 students who attend detention. Utilizing 
this heat to warm the school’s frigid classrooms will restore Abington 
Senior High School to the favor of the Pennsylvania Department of 
Health, which currently objects to the temperatures of Abington’s 
classrooms. 85% of the radiators in the school’s building expel 30 
degree F air from November until March, causing classrooms to remain 
at an average temperature of 23 degrees during the winter months, 
while the Pennsylvania Department of Health’s School Temperature 
Regulations do not permit classroom temperatures to dip lower than 
55degrees throughout the winter. As reputable studies show, if merely 
two students burn alive in a room per day, the temperature of the room 
increases by 45 degrees, inflating Abington’s average temperatures to an 
extraordinary 68 degrees.

In order to optimize the benefits of this solution, detention 
students can be scorched during first and eighth period, when students 
feel most fatigue. Watching peers burn keeps high-achieving students 
awake and alert, and provides hard-workers with some entertainment to 
mark the start and end of the school day.

[Editor’s Note: Yes, this is satire.]

                     Roy Moore                                              Beverly Nelson Young
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Birds Blowout Bears, 
Get Sunk By Seahawks By Charlie Viola

 The Philadelphia Flyers are a young team with an exciting 
and promising future; however, as of right now, that future seems 
like its centuries away. After a solid start to the season, playing fast 
paced and exciting hockey, the Flyers are on one of their worst skids 
in years, losing nine straight. In the past few seasons, the Flyers have 
been notorious for starting terribly, so there was lots of hope after they 
started this year off with a winning record. 

All hope is now diminished as the Flyers now sit in last place in 
the Metropolitan Division with 23 points and a record of 8-10-7. Five 
of the Flyers nine losses during the losing streak have come in overtime 
or a shootout, meaning they still earned one of the possible two points 
from that matchup. While this has kept them from completely falling 
out of the contention this early in the season, sudden death overtime 
losses are very demoralizing and leave a bad tone in the locker room, 
which isn’t something a young, immature team like the Flyers wants. 

The Flyers still have plenty of time to turn their record around 
and make some noise around the league, as they have only played 25 
games of the 82 in the regular season. Veterans on the team need to 
step up and show the young players how to regroup and win. Once 
this occurs, the Flyers have plenty of talent to win games and pull 
themselves right back into the playoff race. The Flyers aim to turn their 
season around with a stronger December and January.

The Flyers Aren’t Flying

By Jordan Denish
 On November 26th, the Eagles dominated the Bears 31-3 at 
Lincoln Financial Field, maintaining the best record in the National 
Football League.  This was the team’s fourth straight win by over 20 
points, and the magic number for the Eagles is one for the NFC East 
title.  Philly took control of the game early, with a dominating defense 
that allowed the offense to take over.  Chicago did not even gain a first 
down during the first half, gaining just 33 yards compared to 272 yards 
for Philadelphia. 

Carson Wentz continued his phenomenal sophomore season 
with three touchdown passes to Zach Ertz, Alshon Jeffery, and Nelson 

Agholor.  Wentz finished November leading the league with twenty-
eight passing touchdowns along with only five interceptions.  LeGarrette 
Blount led the rushing attack with 15 carries for 97 yards while trade 
acquisition Jay Ajayi continues to be integrated into the offense.  The 
defense has not allowed a touchdown during the past two games, and 
the front seven have contributed to a league-leading run defense.
 The Eagles faced a tough test in Seattle on December 3rd, 
and they came up short, 24-10. A combination of poor play calling, 
questionable calls by the officials, and a terrible fumble by Wentz that 
should have been a touchdown led to the Birds’ second loss. With 
another upcoming road matchup against the Los Angeles Rams, 
the Eagles will be tested. With the Minnesota Vikings also at 10-2, 
the Eagles will have to win in order to secure home field advantage 
throughout the playoffs. 

By Timmy Gallagher
 The United States came into Liberty National Golf Club in Jersey City with a star-studded team that was poised to take home the victory 
against their international opponents. The event was played in a match play format, which awards victories to tandems of golf partners for the 
lower score on each hole. Liberty National serves as a picture perfect golf course that overlooks the New York City skyline and was a perfect host to 
a resounding United States victory.
 Day one began with a relatively simple victory on the part of Rickie Fowler and Justin Thomas against Hideki Matsuyama thanks to a 
Rickie Fowler chip-in. The day continued with Dustin Johnson and experienced player Matt Kuchar gutting out a contested match against veteran 
Adam Scott and Jhonattan Vegas. Patrick Reed and Jordan Spieth comfortably put away the up-and-coming duo of Si Woo Kim and Emiliano 
Grillo. South Africans Louis Oosthuizen and Branden Grace put down the American sweep with the defeat of Daniel Berger and Brooks Koepka. 
Australians Jason Day and Marc Leishman halved, or tied, a match with Kevin Kisner and Phil Mickelson, with Leishman dunking a chip-in eagle 
to win a hole. The United States rounded out the day with a 3.5-1.5 lead against the internationals.  

The American tandems of Jordan Spieth & Patrick Reid and Justin Thomas & Rickie Fowler led the way to a United States score of 4.5- 0.5 
on the second day of action. Jordan Spieth & Patrick Reed halved their matchup with Japanese superstar Hideki Matsuyama and Canadian Adam 
Hadwin. Beyond that, Friday was a perfect second day for the young United States team that won all of the other matches behind the guidance and 
coaching of a resilient Tiger Woods. The long driving tandem of Dustin Johnson and Brooks Koepka quietly put away Adam Scott and Jhonattan 
Vegas. This brought the United States overall lead to 8-2 and put the United States team in fantastic position to close out the tournament on day 
three. 

After a dominant second session of matches on Saturday, the United States held a 14.5- 3.5 lead which required the international side to 
win all of the twelve remaining matches in order to secure the victory. Entering the singles portion of the tournament, the United States’ eleven 
point lead was the largest in history. The Americans all but secured their victory through only three days of the four day competition, with Daniel 
Berger clinching the final point on Sunday to give the United States a dominant victory. Charley Hoffman showered Berger with champagne and 
immediately grabbed a cigar to celebrate his first President’s Cup appearance and his first President’s cup victory. The United States moves to 10-1-
1 all time in the President’s Cup and looks ahead to the 2019 President’s Cup hosted by the international side at Royal Melbourne in Australia.

A Look Back: USA Golf Takes Home President’s Cup


